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In previous work we have shown that the binomial coefficients Cn_.kr,v are strc@y 
logarithmically concave for 0~ r ~[n/(k + i)] and hence have at most a double maximum. 
Let r”,k be the least integer at which this maximum occurs. ?roperties, of (l,,k)z.k are beht 
derived by introducing the polynomial family C&(x, y) defined by ci, (x. y 11 
flfz,‘[l-(k+l)x+jy]-:. L i-, ‘Ik_ Cl - kx + jy]. It is shown that for each k there is a unique 
function q,(y) defined on LO, t/(k + l)] which is analytic in a neighbourhood of zero and which 
satisfies Qk(qk(y), y) = 0. Setting qk(o) = Sk, q:(o) = (Yk we prove that r,,& = [n&l or [flak 1-k 1 
and further, that the number of times that r,,,k = [m&]+ 1 for k i- 1 S m S H is asymptotically 
flak. Several other properties of ‘Yk are derived, including 0 < (Yk < l/2. 
1. htrduction 
Binomial coefficient; of the form (n;kr), k a positive integer and 0s r < 
[nl(k + l)], occur in a very wide variety of combinatorial contexts. In one standard 
interpretation these coefficients count the number of r-subsets of’ (1,2, . . . , n - k} 
with the property that any two members of any subset differ by at least 
k-t-1 [9,11]. Th ese coefficients also appear in the solution to a generalized version 
of Skolem’s problem [lo], in the n-kings problem [l], as well as in versions of the 
birthday problem. Gensralized Fibonacci numbers F, can be expressed as the sum 
1,. (“Sk’), where F,,+k+, = F,,t_k + Fn, F. = F, = l - . I= Fk = 1. The related recursion 
H n+k+l = Hn+k - H,,, with the same initial conditions, has as solution 
~,(-l)‘(“,kr). For k = 2 h 1 tt t e a er numbers have been extensively studied by 
Bernstein [?j who used a number theory approach to show in particular that these 
sums are tero for yt = 3 and 12 only. Carlitz [4,5] has E ecenrly reproved 
Bernstein’s results using combinatorial method%. The parity of Stirling numbers of 
the second kind can be expressed in terms of the coefficients (‘I,‘) [2]; the latter 
coefficients also appear in a great many inversion formulas, kluding the classic:tl 
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g(n, r; ik) = (” - kr ,\ r ) (2.1) 
where the usual conventions regarding binomial coefficients are assumed to hold. 
Then standard techniques how that 
& + k + 1, r; k) = gb2 + k, r;k)+ g(n, r - 1; k), (2.2) 
G&, y) = c 1 gin, r; k)x’y” = (1-- y w~y~~‘)-*. 
n r 
(2.3) 
.FCX fixed ra and k the numbers g(n, r; k) are strongly logarithmically concave 
(SLC), that is, 
g2(n, r; k)> g(n. P - l;>k)g(n, r+l; k), lsr< (2.4) 
It foftows that for fixed y1 NICE k the numbers g(n, r; k) arc unimodal, and that the 
maximum of thil:se numbas occurs fbr at most two consecutive values of r. 
Dante the least such vahie by rnek. Then 
h.k+l s lr,_k zG rn+l..k. s k,& -t 1. (2.5) 
An explic;t f&mu\a for rn,k is derived in [ 131 for the case k = 1, namely, 
P n.l (2.6) 
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where {x) is the least integer ax. This formula is somewhat clumsy, however, and _ 
a neater (though less precise) expresrlion can be proved. If we set 6 1 = 3 (1 - { ~5) 
it is’ easily shown that 
r&l = ffzi3,l or m,l = [n&j+ 1, (2.7) 
where [x] is the greatest integer CX. 
The question concerning the occurrence of a double maximum for the numbers 
g(n, r; k) (fixed n and k) is also completely solved in the case k = 1. By definition 
a double maximum occurs if and .only if g( n, &,k ; k) L- g( n, r,,k + 1; k). For k = 1 ’ 
we have shown using number-theoretic methods in [133 that a double maximum - 
occurs for an infinite number of values of n and corresponding rn,l. Denoting this , 
sequence by {(n,, rd)f&, we established the recursions 
nd+z=7nd+l-nd+% (2.W 
(2.9) 
We further showed that 
nd = f 4d-1 -1, (2.10) 
where f. = fl = 1, A+2 = fL1 +fr are the Fibonacci numbers [ll]. (In a private 
communication John Riordan has pointed out the equivalence of (2.8) and (2.10) 
can be elegantly established by means of a Fibonacci multisection [12, p. i32 ff], 
by which one can also derive an analogous formula for r,, namely, Q = 
3 @f4d--5 +2f4d-8 - 4). We observe further that it is straightforward to prove th.jt 
nd -2&- 1 =f’,&+) 
For general k nluch weaker results have been obtained. Sel: r”,k = ~6,,.~, 0 : 
&,k < l/(k + 1). It was shown in [14] that &k is uniquely defined by the inc- 
qualities 
1 -(k + 1)&k + (2.11) 
(2.12) 
NO simple closed from expression for Sri,,, is available, and thus e&nates for r,,,l, 
were obtained in the following more roundabout fashion. 
Let 6k be the unique root of the polynomial 
P4(A)=[l-(k+l)h]k+‘-A[l-kh]” (2.13) 
on the interva: [G, l/(k + 2)], 7 nen &,k ---, Sk as n --+m, and hence r,,,, is appxxi- 
mately n6k for n large enough, a rather weak analogue for the previOUS resdt 
when k = 1. Notice t!mt the present definition of & for k :> 1 is consistent with our 
earlier nqe for 6, The beha\ iour of Ejk as k -3 x is cielineatcd irl [ l-1). In particular 
it is shown that S, decreases strictly to 0 while k& increases very silowly to 1. An 
In order to extend and generalize arlier results obtained for Ik = 1 we consider 
the ineql &ties (2.11) and (2.12) which serve te define J$,~. Motivatcxs by the 
structure of these inequaht$s we de&e the two v@able polynomial 
k+l 
Q&c, y)= fl rl-(k +l)x+jy]-xfi [I- h+jy] (3.1) 
j=l j-1 
on the set 
For any y in this set, 
snd 
k+ 1 
Qd, yb- n U+iv) 
j-1 
= yk+‘(k + l)! 
Since y G l/(14 i- ?) and jy G ll(k + l)+(j- l)y, i = 2,3, . . l , k + 1, it follows that 
QL (I/( k + I), y) 1~ 0 while Q&I, y) > 0. Hence for any fixed y, Qk(x, y) has at least 
one root with x in the interval (0, l/(k + l)]. For every y, 0 g y s l/(k + l), choose 
any such root, call it 17,Jy). We want to show that qk(y) is unique for each y. 
Diflerentiate Qk (x, y ) with respect o x to obtain 
- n [l- kx+jy]-x fi [1-kx-*-iv, i l 
j=l j=l I-1 - 
Notilt*e: that 1 - kx + ly > 1 -- (k + 1)x + ly > 0, hence 
Substduting x == qk(y) we obtain 
$%fr(Y). Y)<-ii [l-h,W+iyl<O, 
j=l 
from l:uhich we deduce that 7jk (y ) must be unique. 
A number of observations follow readily from the above which fill be of use in 
the sequel. To begin, it follows from (2.13) and the definition of Sk that 
6, = qk(o). Further, inequalities (2.11) and (2.12) can now be rewritten as 
n,k 
(3.2) 
(3.3, 
Notice in addition that for fixed y the above proof shows that C&(x, y) is posirive 
and strictly decreasing for Oax<q,(y) and Qk(x, y).:O for x>r),Jy). Hence, 
(3.2) and (3.3) yield 
(3.4) 
Multiplying (3.4) by PI and rearranging produces an explicit formula for I-,,.~, 
namely, 
r n,k (3.5) 
where {x} is the least integer bigger than or equal to x. This is a direct analogu~ of 
(2.6). 
It is clear that (3.5) is of limited interest without further information conct’~ ning 
qk(l/fi). Recall that Sn,k -G1, as II-+=. In view of (3.4) it is not surprising that 
We can, in fact, establish an even n-me general result 
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I%&. Notice that, for fixed y, 
bL+1 
Qk(t&, y) = n [J -(k + 1)&c +j)+s, _ix L1 - k6k +iYl 
jz 1 j=l 
= 
Each exprc:ssion involving y on the right-hand side is positive and decreases as y 
decreases. Further, as observed above, Q,(S, 0) = 0, so by continuity Qk (S,, y) 
decrea=r: to 0 m y decreaa#*. to _ V-Y 0, Thtis. Q,& y) 3 0 for y 3 0. But 
c?&&), 1)) = 0, so using the remark following (3.3), we conclude that S, C q&+). 
For the second inquality, note that if S, + y 3 I/( k + 1) then the inequality is 
immediate, siz 31:: by definition qJy)s l/(k+ 1). Hence, assume Sk + y G l/(k + I). 
Itr: view of the remark following (3.3), it is necessary and sufficienl to show that 
Qk (& + y, y ) < 0.. Substituting fc := 6k + y in (3.1) and simplifying as above yields 
Qk(8k +y, yl= (“0’ [I- k$ - jy ]) 
‘j=O 
Since Sk + y G l/(k + l), then ! - (k i- I)& - ky 22 y > 0, and the factors in y in- 
crease as y decreases to 0, hence Qk (S, + y, y) increase!: as y decreases. But the 
cc ntinuity of Q&, y) together with the fact that Q#&, 0) := 0 means that 
& (8k + y, y) < 0 for y 3 0. nis completes the pr@of of Proposition 1. 
I1 is immediate, using (3.5) and (3.6), that rn,k = [n&J or r@,k = /$j&- 1. Tkis is 
the natural genevalization sought for (2.7) and conjectured in [14, p. 911. 
Applying the above result we remark 
r n.k -r,r.k+i ah& -- l,k-+d&+l + 
= n(S, -i$+i l-2. 
Thus, r,.k - r,.,, , , -+ x as n 33;. 
that for fixed k 
1) 
Define 
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Then &&I) is the relative frequency with which rn,k = [n&l + 1 fo-r fixed Cc _ We 
now determine some properties of 4&r). 
i?roposition 2. Let w,(k).= r,,k -[t-d,], and set &(n) = (II -k)- ’ L;-, + , (~,,,(k 1. 
Then lim c&(n) = a&, where ak = q;(O). 
a-m 
Proof. From && = n&,k and (I-1) we have 
(4.2, 
In orrler to proceed further it is necessary to find an approximation to 11~ ( 1 IFI ). 
‘ro begin, recall that r)k (y) is clefined imphcitiy by the equalion 
for 0s y ‘g l/(k t- 1). Since’ &(x., 1’) is an analytic function of x and y ard since 
where & = nk(0), we conclude that qk( y) is analytic in a neighbourhood Jf j’ f 0 
(see [7], Theorem 9.4.4, p. 269,’ Thus we can write 
Ilk(y)=(Yo(k)+Q!.(k)y+IXZ(k)y7+. ” (43~ 
for y in some small interval about 0; note that qk(()) = a(,( k) = 61,. ~~~~her WC 
have, setting a1 (k) = akT 
I&c(y) = Sk + %y + -&(y)y2, (4.4) 
where & ( y) is bounded. 
Using (4.4) with y = l/n together with (4.2) we Irnrncdl;rz!y h:ivc that 
1 1 1 
di,+Cllk-I+-& <nS,+a,+-R, - 
n rz 0 n 
so that 
Far any-number x, let f(x) be the fractional part of X, so f{(x) = x -[xl. Then (4.5) 
(4.7) together imply that 
w,(k)=1 ifandonlyif 
since 
We use this characterkatio~ to show that %m,+- &(n) = a& 
To do so, firt;t note that i$ is irratiorl~ if and only if yk = 8&l- k&) is 
irrational. suppo% yk is rational, yk = u/b, 1 s a (: 6, and Q and b relatively prime. 
We Jlave shown in f14, p. &3] that (I - yk )‘+ 1 = yk9 so (b - a)‘-+’ = bka ; it follows 
l km* anu m*= *Aesop hf h must divide b - t2 and hence a, which is a contradiction. zmac u3 y*Lw 1 ~‘svr ~1 v =ZS 
Thub, yk and & -must be irrational. Using a we&known result [6, Theorem 5, 
p. %I], we conclude that the sequence (f(ur&Jff=I is equidis?ributed in [0, 1); tjhat 
is, 
(4.8) 
whel e & (u, b) is the number of terms of the sequence Cf(ji!&j+~SN+r which life in 
the interval (a, b]~, k+ 1SEJCn. Let & be an upper bound on I&(l/n)l. Then 
w,(k)sD,,, 
& . 
h&-z, 1 . 
It follows directly from (4.9) and the definition of &(n) that 
D N,n 
\ 4.9) 
1(4* 10) 
D N,n 
n-N --• 
(4.3). Q,&Jy), y) = 0 SO taking logarithms in (3.1) we have, writing q = qk ( y 1, 
k-t-l 
1 log[l-(k-t l)q-+jy]=logq+ i log<! -kq-tjy). (4.12) 
j= i j=l 
Differentiating we obtain 
, 
k.+* c j -(k + I)$ __=!l!L+ i -_ j-kq’ 
,-I I-(k+l)q+jy q j=l 1_kq+jy’ 
. 
l[f y = 0 then q = 6k while q’ = CQ. Hence (4.13) becomes 
k+i j-(k+l)tYk c k j - ka, =f+ c -- i_, l-(k-kl,)S, k j=l 1-f&’ (4.14) 
(4.13) 
from which (Yk can be directly determined. This computation is somewhat tedious, 
however, and can be largely avoided by making use of a substitution introduced ill 
[14, p. 881. Set yk = &/(I - ksk), so 8k = yk/( 1 + ky,). It fObWS that 
Y-kSk 
1 t& =-=-- 
1 + kyk yk ’ 
(4. IS) 
l-(k+1)6, 
1-‘yk Sk 6 =6k(1-yk) =------‘_~__ 
1 + bk yk k ’ 
(4.16,) 
yk 
Substituting (4.15) and (4.16) in, (4.14) yields 
ak(l-yk) L 2 
This can be readily transformed 
yk 
to show that 
(k + l)y&+ .ky,) 
(Yk = 
2(1+ kykj2 ’ 
(k + l)y,(2+%‘,) (k + l)ky, 
= 2(1+ ky,)* -2(1+ kykT’ 
which simplifies to the suggestive form 
W7i 
The behaviour of &(n) is somewhat surprisil?g, and was only partially antici- 
pated (see [14, p. 911). We still do not uxkrstanlj the reason for the initial clccl~nc 
Of the ak nor far the su!:,;equent reversal at k = 6. both of which h:t\(: hcc,r~ 
ObSWX by means of c.xk~licit ,rumericLI1 cc,mplrtation5. VI<: r~n~;irl\ 1Il:tt ttlc (Y, 
increase very slowly; for example, the first value of F: for which ak > CY, is k = 77. 
*Yn sJ)n+’ 
(l-y)log(l-y)=- c ---I- c “‘T 
n=l n *--1 
=-Y+E&y 
Thus, (1 - y j iqg ( 1 - y) > - y, which is.. cleaj,rly equivalent o the desired result. 
Qn## Ot m 3. Recall from Sectirm 2 that (k + I)& + 1 as k’-*oo, from 
which we immediately conclude -that aj 4 4 s k +a. To prove that cyk is 
kxrcasing for k 26, we first note from (4.1’7) that 
za 
k 
’ 
(4.19 
where yk = (jkll - k&. Recall [14, p. SS] that 
;I- ykjk+’ = yk, (4.20) 
and yk decreases as k increases. set 
(1 - y)Lf’ =y, O<y<l, (4.21) 
where t is no*w a continuous vari&le. Note that t increases as y decreases. From 
(4.19) ii is enough to shov that the expression [2y - 1 + ty*]/( 1 + ty)’ increases as y 
decreases, at least for y aBkiently small. This is true of and only if 
(I + ty)(2 + 2t\; 4- t ’ y”) - 2(2y - I-#- ty”)(t + t’y) < 0, (4.22) 
where t’ is the derivaiive of t \Jsrith respect o y; (4.22) reduces to 
2(1+ t)(4yt’(!l12t+3y-Z). (4.23) 
Substitute I+ t = ( log y)/log ( i - y) in (4.23), and simplify to obtain 
( 2+ y2--3y Y2 log Y >( 1 Y ---_l_l.___, jog (1 - Y) logy w-YM~:w-Y~ ) :' 2. (4.24) 
The first factor on the left-haFd side of (4.24) is bigger than 2 - 3y + y log y, since 
log f I - y ) < - y ; the :,econd r’ actor is bigger than 1 - l/log y using the iemma 
pr:wd above. TI-ws, the left-%rand side of (4.24 j is bigger than the product of 
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these two Eactors, namely 2 - 4y + y log y - 2/lag y + 3y/log y, which is greater 
than 2 if and only if 
-4y log y + y(log y)2+3y < 2, (4.25) 
Now, the derivative of the left hand side of (4.25) is - 1 - 2 log y + (fog Y)~, which 
is strictly positive for y<l/& It follows that if (4.25) holds for any yO< I/&, 
then it is also satisfied for all y such that 0 < y s yO. Direct calculation verities 
(4.25) for y,= 0.12, which corresponds to t + 15.6. Thus, fpr t 2 16, 
(2y - 1 + ty’)/( I -t ty)” increases as t increases, so cyk increzses for k 3 16. For 
6 % k ss 16 direct computation indicates that ayk is increasing, which completes the 
proof. 
5. Con&ding remark8 
In Proposition 1 above we shou-ed that r,,k = [n&j oi [ii&!-t- 1 for all n and k, 
while Reposition 2 showed that in the long run, r&k = [n&J + 1 100~~ percent of 
the time. What can we say about a particular value of n, for fixed k.? 
One naQcra1 way to proceed would be to sharpen the bounds in (4.5) on r,,,k by 
estimating c+(k) ic (4.3). Differentiating (4.13) and setting y = 0 yields a very 
complicated formula for Cjk = a?(k) = 4 q:(O) which doits not appear to simplify. 
Numerical computations indicate that the & are negative and decreasing for 
1 G k s 1000. It seems clear that & < 0 for ali k, and & -+ --cx; as k -m. This 
implies that R,(y) CO, at least for y sufisiently small. Some sample values arc 
given in Table 1; the underlyirig pattern remains consistent throughout the 
range of computed values. 
Table 1 
1 0.276393 0.476393 -0.089443 
2 0.194254 0.46955r: -0.214386 
3 0.150837 0.466838 -0.362079 
10 0.060877 0.46581? -1.736611 
100 0.007683 0.477894 -3 1.124930 
1000 0.000840 0.487620 -470.051614 
-_ - 
In spite of the above impasse furthe; ciarification 1s possible. Let P,,.~ r 
[n& + (Yk]. It follows from (4.5) that pn k r- rn,k if and only if , 
(3. I) 
where f(x) = x - Lxj. r ’ From wh:at \,das proved in Section 4, the sequence {_/b~t;,. + 
a,)};= i is equidistributed. Fur tht . , arguing as we did in Scctlon 3 WC can sh()\-\ 
that the proportion of K’S such that pITl,k = Y~,,~ ior k + 1 s nt -K :I :?pproac:hc~v 1 it\ 
n --3m. Thus, r,, k c= [M& + ok ] for almost every !?. 
In a wmekhat different vein, recall. that a double' maximum $s said m, w cur if 
g(n, r”,k ; k) = g(n, ‘rqk + 1; k). In [ 131 vc’e completely characterized ouble maxima 
for & = I, w&le in _CjA] we observed that .aum~r@l computations showed that 
d&Me m~&&“for -k k 2,3,4,5 and n G 16” are&i~ee& r;ire. ‘&$ig ‘$he present 
apim~ad; It i&..s$@+to ch ara ct e&e double maxima ~~~mew~~t~~~~~re~tl~. From 
[14] and the nvSL_._ +&% in Section 3 a double maximum occurs if and only if 
Qbt(6,s,k -t- l/n, l/n) = 0, This means that 
1 1 
&k +- f= TV qk ; ; 
0 
the definition of &,k = n& and (3.6) together imply that 
(5.2) 
so WC conclude that if a double maximum occurs for given n, k, then rn,k = [t&l. 
!%rther, (5.-z> aqd (4.4) with y ” l/n* yield< that for ,? double maximum, r,,k = 
8& + ak --I + (r/n)flL&?%). ‘?hii is ‘&ltrivtien~ to f(&&) = i’- &-( l/n).& (l/n). 
Sin= W& )L I is equidistrihuted in@, I) we can &nclude by the now-familiar 
argument thkt the propoition 6f m’s such that ,3r double maximum occurs for fixed 
k aplmachm 0 as n -+w This result., in view of the empirical evidence, is very 
*tweak indeed, because apart from the trivial double max:imum for n = k + 1,’ none 
are kinown for k 2 3 and pnlv Y, = 8 has’ been found for k = 2. 
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